the BEST! for the bath

1. Towels
The herringbone pattern was inspired by menswear fabrics found on Savile Row in London. Savile Bath Towels by Kassatex, $40. cassadecor.com.

2. Frames
Dress up an unframed, wall-mounted mirror with easy-to-install trim. Available in more than 65 styles and colors, from $107 for up to 10' of trim. mirrormate.com.

3. Drain
Linear drains make a dramatic, streamlined statement. This design can go either modern or traditional. MN Series Kit by Marc Newson, from $555. infinitydrain.com.

4. Moisturizer
This beautiful jar holds an anti-aging formula made with immortelle, a flower that never fades, even after it's been picked. Crème Divine, $106. loccitane.com.

5. Hanger